SYNC MANAGER
The easiest way to sync data in Quick Base

OVERVIEW
The MCF Sync Manager is a fully-featured
tool that allows Quick Base administrators
to easily configure a “sync” between two
or more Quick Base tables. These tables
can exist in the same application or be in a
separate application. With advanced logging
and multiple settings, the synchronizations
can accommodate virtually any scenario.
Some example scenarios include, but
are not limited to: backing up data from
a Production application to an archive,
synchronizing data between a hub and
spoke or keeping data in a development
copy up to date with Production.
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The “hub n’ spoke” example above shows an application housing a master table of
resources. The resources are kept up-to-date in this application and synced across
the other applications used by the organization.

ROBUST CAPABILITIES

•

•
•

Can be configured to run in any
interval down to a granularity
of one hour. E.g. run every
1 hour or every 4 hours or
every 1 day or every 1 week

•

Sophisticated logging
mechanism ensures you always
know what is happening

•

Detailed reports on exceptions
as well as performance impacts

Secure authentication

•

Real-time alerts allow you
to investigate and resolve
any data issues that may
surface during sync

Individual syncs can be run
manually by a pre-defined
list of authorized users

MCF Technology Solutions (MCFTech)
delivers Services, Strategy, and Products to
business customers worldwide. We focus on
the successful development, deployment,
and support of Business Applications for
diverse teams. We believe the best solutions
come from a sound business understanding
and thoughtful application of technology.
Our global footprint includes deployments in
more than 20 countries as well as systems
that touch nearly every corner of the
business world.
We utilize a proven methodology, dubbed
“The MCF Way” which has led to hundreds
of successful engagements. It is an iterative,
customer-centered methodology based on
extensive experience with leading software
development, business process, and project
management practices.

